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       Aeroplane journeys give me quiet time to read and sleep; it's like being
unplugged from the earth. 
~Linda Gray

People always say that Californian women are obsessed with their
appearance but I think you've got to take good care of yourself, for
yourself. 
~Linda Gray

If you don't like your wrinkles and you think Botox or surgery is going to
fix it, do it and shut up. But don't keep talking about it. 
~Linda Gray

I think any woman can be transformed by a beautiful dress and high
heels. 
~Linda Gray

Larry Hagman was my best friend for 35 years. He was the Pied Piper
of life and brought joy to everyone he knew. 
~Linda Gray

You make a mistake, you keep going. 
~Linda Gray

I love dark chocolate, but I will have a piece just occasionally. 
~Linda Gray

I don't do fad things or diets - they don't work. 
~Linda Gray

I've had a very laughable career and what has seen me through is my
sense of humor. 
~Linda Gray
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Look at history; all the interesting women were deeply flawed. 
~Linda Gray

We're actors, we have to do what we have to do, and you have to be
really solid within yourself. 
~Linda Gray

It is not about being thin. It is about staying healthy and fit. I need to live
a long time to fulfil all the things I want to do. I want to be walking
around at 90. 
~Linda Gray

I am not obsessive about anything except my health. 
~Linda Gray

I always tell people that my life is in pencil; I have to keep an eraser in
my hand because I could always get a call that could change
everything. 
~Linda Gray

Writing is magic because it harnesses the energy generated by the
chaos within. 
~Linda Gray

I'm extremely blessed because I travel extensively for my work, but I
always try to incorporate a bit of leisure with business. 
~Linda Gray

I feel better if I exercise and eat healthily. 
~Linda Gray

I think people love shows that are relationship-oriented. I think they love
family shows. 
~Linda Gray
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